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This talk:
• The questions
• The cosmo-path
• The parti-path
• Their (possible) convergences
• The (expected) LHC verdicts
• Outlook
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 Two layers of questionsTwo layers of questions
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The technical ones The technical ones (those that can be asked in the(those that can be asked in the
language of the present paradigms (models) how the universe works)language of the present paradigms (models) how the universe works)

 1. What is the nature of the dark energy of the Universe? 1. What is the nature of the dark energy of the Universe?
 2.  Are there extra dimensions of space? 2.  Are there extra dimensions of space?
 3.  Does the dark matter exist? 3.  Does the dark matter exist?
 4.  If yes, Is it made of point-like or composite objects? 4.  If yes, Is it made of point-like or composite objects?
 5.   5.  How can we produce it in the earthly laboratories?How can we produce it in the earthly laboratories?
 6.  Do all the forces become one? And under what conditions? 6.  Do all the forces become one? And under what conditions?
 7.  Why are there so many kinds of elementary particles? 7.  Why are there so many kinds of elementary particles?
 8.  Why most of them are massive 8.  Why most of them are massive
 9.  Is there any logic in the pattern of particle masses and their 9.  Is there any logic in the pattern of particle masses and their

mixings.mixings.
10. What are neutrinos telling us?10. What are neutrinos telling us?
11. How did the apparent universe come to be?11. How did the apparent universe come to be?
12. What happened to the antimatter?12. What happened to the antimatter?
13. Are the physical constants  space-time invariant?13. Are the physical constants  space-time invariant?
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 1. Are there undiscovered principles of nature (new physical laws)? 1. Are there undiscovered principles of nature (new physical laws)?
 2.  Why the Universe obeys Quantum laws? 2.  Why the Universe obeys Quantum laws?
 3.  Is it a deep principle  3.  Is it a deep principle …… or a temporary fix? or a temporary fix?
 3.  What is the deep reason for the successes of gauge theories? 3.  What is the deep reason for the successes of gauge theories?
 4.  How the fact that we exists biases our  laws of nature (physics 4.  How the fact that we exists biases our  laws of nature (physics

beyond fine-tuned anthropic excuse)?beyond fine-tuned anthropic excuse)?
 5.  5. In particular, why should a human-unbiased physics mechanismIn particular, why should a human-unbiased physics mechanism

predict the cosmological constant in the bizarre anthropicpredict the cosmological constant in the bizarre anthropic
range?range?

 6. Is there a place for organized structures in the early evolution of 6. Is there a place for organized structures in the early evolution of
the Universe?the Universe?

 7.  Is there an universal  mechanism producing the confined  energy 7.  Is there an universal  mechanism producing the confined  energy
grains (particles)?grains (particles)?

The general ones The general ones ( those that can be formulated( those that can be formulated
outside the present universe modelling paradigms)outside the present universe modelling paradigms)
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 The cosmic laboratory and theThe cosmic laboratory and the
earthly laboratoriesearthly laboratories
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Quanta of low energyQuanta of low energy
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Large-energy quanta from the spaceLarge-energy quanta from the space
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Home-made large-energy quantaHome-made large-energy quanta

Advantages:Advantages:

•Luminosity
•Duty cycle
•Integrated path vacuum quality
•Tuned energy and polarisation
•Clean beams of unique particle type:
•(protons, ions, electrons, muons,
neutrinos, mesons, etc. and e.g.
W-bosons

LHC
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 Two cosmo-pathTwo cosmo-path
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      The link between particle physics astro-The link between particle physics astro-
particles and cosmology is founded on particles and cosmology is founded on oneone
principleprinciple and  and two observationstwo observations::

 The physics laws do not depend upon the space time position of anThe physics laws do not depend upon the space time position of an
observer, its movement and observer, its movement and its matter typeits matter type

 The observed universe is thermally isolatedThe observed universe is thermally isolated
 The universe is expandingThe universe is expanding
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From the age of 380 000 years  till now the From the age of 380 000 years  till now the visiblevisible universe it universe it
thermically thermically isolated isolated (a perfect black-body spectrum)(a perfect black-body spectrum)

cm
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HubbleHubble’’s Discovery Paper - 1929s Discovery Paper - 1929
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Present status (LP2007)Present status (LP2007)

The The visiblevisible universe is expanding  universe is expanding ((…… since thermally  isolated - from a since thermally  isolated - from a
dense, high-temperature system)dense, high-temperature system)
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 The cosmologist map of the geometryThe cosmologist map of the geometry
and the content of the universeand the content of the universe

            division of the universe into:division of the universe into:
                  - ambient energy filling the space time,- ambient energy filling the space time,
                  - space-time-localized energy grains (photon-blind stuff- space-time-localized energy grains (photon-blind stuff
                        and photon-visible stuff clumpingand photon-visible stuff clumping  under the influence ofunder the influence of
                        gravitygravity  and called respectively:and called respectively:
                                dark energy, dark matter and visible matterdark energy, dark matter and visible matter

All these components determine the geometry of theAll these components determine the geometry of the  universe.universe.
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The first detailed picture of the infant Universe by WMAP The first detailed picture of the infant Universe by WMAP ((……thethe
colours illustrate the distance scales of the temperature fluctuations)colours illustrate the distance scales of the temperature fluctuations)
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Its quantitative analysis Its quantitative analysis ((……fitting the content of the universe)fitting the content of the universe)

The location of the peaks and their 
relative heights determine the relative 
proportions of dark matter, visible
matter and dark energy   

NOTE: 
The CMB data do not imply flatness of the 
Universe, it needs supplementary data e.g. the 
the Hubble constant measurement to imply flatness!  
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Result: Result: A strange recipe for a UniverseA strange recipe for a Universe
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      …… The direct evidence for the visible The direct evidence for the visible
matter and its weighting with nuclearmatter and its weighting with nuclear
physics toolsphysics tools
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Abundance of light nucleiAbundance of light nuclei
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      The The ““directdirect””  evidence for dark matter:evidence for dark matter:

      Stars rotate more rapidly then allowed by the centripetal forceStars rotate more rapidly then allowed by the centripetal force
generated by the visible mattergenerated by the visible matter  (unless MOND - Modified(unless MOND - Modified
Newtonian Dynamics)Newtonian Dynamics)

            …… even in  dark galaxies even in  dark galaxies

      X-ray emitting gas held in place by the cold matter      X-ray emitting gas held in place by the cold matter
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The measurement principleThe measurement principle
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““DirectDirect”” observation of remnants of dark matter collisions observation of remnants of dark matter collisions

The two pink clumps represent the hot X-ray emitting gas, which contains most of the 
ordinary baryonic matter, The blue areas Show where most of the mass is concentrated
following the collision (note: in MOND such Such a separation is not possible 
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      …… and the  and the ““directdirect”” evidence for the evidence for the
dark energydark energy
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The accelerating expansion of the universeThe accelerating expansion of the universe

The LPNHE pride:

Pierre Astier et al.
Astron.Astrophys.447:31-48,2006
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   The expected properties of dark   The expected properties of dark
matter and dark energy and thematter and dark energy and the
link to particle physicslink to particle physics
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Required Dark matter characteristicsRequired Dark matter characteristics
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Required Dark energy characteristicsRequired Dark energy characteristics

The pressure to density ratio:

THE PRESSURE ASSOCIATED WITH THE SIMPLE COSMOLOGICAL
CONSTANT (W= -1) IS SUFFICIENTLY NEGATIVE TO BE DRIVING
ACCELERAATED EXPENSIAN TODAY

Time dependence

w0
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 The parti-pathThe parti-path
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The beauty of the Standard Model: The beauty of the Standard Model: Symmetries  and gauge invariance defineSymmetries  and gauge invariance define
the particle types and their interactionthe particle types and their interaction

The successes of Standard Model as a reference andThe successes of Standard Model as a reference and
its failures as a guide where to searchits failures as a guide where to search

…… However the SM is not only the However the SM is not only the
success storysuccess story……
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Problem 1: Problem 1: CP violation in strong interactionsCP violation in strong interactions

If masses of the quarks were zero theta 
Is not a physical quantity and there
Is no strong CP problem:

… but apparently this not the case…
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A putative solution: A putative solution: axionsaxions

… Peccei and Quinn proposed another way of “rotating out”  the theta parameter by introducing the
Field Hu which couples only to up-type Quarks and Hd which couples to down-type quarks… 
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WhyWhy  axion axion solution of the strong CP may be attractive forsolution of the strong CP may be attractive for
cosmologists?cosmologists?

… allows for adjustments of the of cosmological parameters using low-mass cold dark matter 
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:

The  amplitude  for elastic W boson collisions 
(the contribution due to virtual W-exchanges to 
collisions  of longitudinally polarized W-bosons)
grows as s2 at high energies and breaks the 
unitarity limit at the TeV scale.

Cure: Cancellation of the leading divergence
by introducing  a quadrilinear coupling 
among the W boson, which must be quadratic 
in the coupling gW

…the following condition must be fulfilled: 

for the couplings of the W bosons: k,l,m,n.

Unitarity is however not fully restored!!!Unitarity is however not fully restored!!!    (the amplitude grows as s at high energies) (the amplitude grows as s at high energies) 
…… but all theory-intrinsic mechanisms exhausted  but all theory-intrinsic mechanisms exhausted ––
need a mechanism which is external to the field theory of massive vector bosonsneed a mechanism which is external to the field theory of massive vector bosons……
 
  

Problem 2: Problem 2: The The unitarity unitarity of EW amplitudes at high energiesof EW amplitudes at high energies
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A putative solution: A putative solution: Higgs particleHiggs particle

Absorbing unknown into Higgs mass

Dominant loops 

An evidence?An evidence? ….or just an arbitrary 
absorption of inconsistency into a mass parameter… 
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WhyWhy  the Higgs solution of the the Higgs solution of the unitarity unitarity problem isproblem is
attractive for cosmologists ?attractive for cosmologists ?

It would provide the first ever “evidence” of the elementary scalar field 
… many of them have been proposed e.g. quintessence, k-essence, inflatons, dilatons… …
…and none discovered  so far  

 I leave out for the moment the fine-tuning problem  of the vacuum energy density and come back to it later…

… as nicely depicted by R. Kolb
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!"

gµ!"

(When a hammer 
is your only tool, 
everything has the
appearance of a nail.)

… a present, post-modernist 
way of doing physics 
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Problem 3: Problem 3: Quantum stabilityQuantum stability
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A putative solution 3: A putative solution 3: super-symmetrysuper-symmetry
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WhyWhy  super-symmetry is so beloved by (most of) thesuper-symmetry is so beloved by (most of) the
theorists?theorists?
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WhyWhy  super-symmetry is attractive for the cosmologists?super-symmetry is attractive for the cosmologists?
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WhyWhy  super-symmetry may be useful for astrophysicists?super-symmetry may be useful for astrophysicists?

An extra degree of freedom to fit the observed energy spectrum of the gamma-ray sources

H.E.S.S. - Phys.Rev.Lett.97:221102,2006
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Why super-symmetry is the focal point for (most of)Why super-symmetry is the focal point for (most of)
particle physicists?particle physicists?

With Electroweak precision measurements
and cold dark matter density (WMAP, …)

MSSM, 
Sven Heinemeyer, LP07

… because its  discovery may be just behind the the corner…
… or its exclusion  

… or by finding (excluding)
The Higgs Boson

… by precision measurement of the
standard model parameters
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 The convergence?The convergence?
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The (point-like) particle dark matter ZooThe (point-like) particle dark matter Zoo

The LHC
window
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The complementarities with the direct search experimentsThe complementarities with the direct search experiments

Note:

The LHC ILC searches
limited to particles with
point like coupling to the
SM particles
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 The expected LHC verdictsThe expected LHC verdicts



2008 LHC accelerator scheduleLyn Evans
SPC 18-June-2007
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S. Claudet, 
August-2007 2008 LHC accelerator schedule
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… a success story is a part of 
the real story…today’s 

seminar at CERN by Lynn Evans
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 Will super-symmetric darkWill super-symmetric dark
matter be produced andmatter be produced and
detected at LHC?detected at LHC?
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…… the SUSY nomenclature the SUSY nomenclature
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Simulations of the discovery-capacity of LHC (Simulations of the discovery-capacity of LHC (…… or or
rejection capacity)rejection capacity) for super-symmetric scenarios for super-symmetric scenarios
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…… the methodology the methodology

105 free parameters 
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…… the cross sections the cross sections
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…… the signatures the signatures
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…… the exclusion limits (an example) the exclusion limits (an example)
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…… the exclusion limits (cont.) the exclusion limits (cont.)
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…… the mass scale (if signal observed) the mass scale (if signal observed)
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…… and detailed S-Zoo masses (example) and detailed S-Zoo masses (example)
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…… and detailed S-Zoo masses (example) and detailed S-Zoo masses (example)
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…… the external indirect constraints the external indirect constraints……

SUSY as dark matter candidate
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…… LHC as SUSY Dark Matter factory (two scenarios) LHC as SUSY Dark Matter factory (two scenarios)

Resulting 
cosmology
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…… the existing constraints-  the existing constraints- neutralino neutralino dark matterdark matter
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…… the existing constraints -  the existing constraints - gravitino gravitino dark matterdark matter
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……  gravitino gravitino search at LHC via search at LHC via stau stau detectiondetection
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 Will elementary scalars (Higgs-Will elementary scalars (Higgs-
boson(s)) be produced andboson(s)) be produced and
detected at LHC?detected at LHC?
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The standard HiggsThe standard Higgs

ATLAS
CMS

CDF/D0
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HiggsHiggs’’ in MSSM in MSSM
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Higgs in MSSMHiggs in MSSM
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Indirect constraints for the MSSM HiggsIndirect constraints for the MSSM Higgs
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The link of the MSSM Higgs and the The link of the MSSM Higgs and the neutralino neutralino darkdark
mattermatter
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Instead of answering directly the questions some remarksInstead of answering directly the questions some remarks

Super-symmetry is the most expected discovery at LHC
(despite some dose of fine tuning necessary to keep it
alive in the post LEP2 epoch)

If a low-mass Higgs boson is not found - it is dead  (one
has to recall however its past reincarnation capacity)

If a low-mass Higgs boson is found and nothing else …it
could be saved giving up naturalness (e.g. split-SUSY)

If super-symmetric particles are produced at LHC they
are bound to be detected - it this will be the case:

Deciphering the SUSY parameters will be a long and not
unambiguous process (given the number of parameters)

… and at the end of the game will not provide a precision
estimate of the dark matter content of the universe

Excluding the presence of both the Higgs boson 
 and super-symmetry would lead to  overhauling 
the present paradigms in particle physics and 
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…… a side remark: a side remark: naturalness, little hierarchy and an naturalness, little hierarchy and an
empirical measure of fine tuningempirical measure of fine tuning
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 An outlookAn outlook
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 1. Are there undiscovered principles of nature (new physical laws)? 1. Are there undiscovered principles of nature (new physical laws)?
 2.  Why the Universe obeys Quantum laws? 2.  Why the Universe obeys Quantum laws?
 3.  Is it a deep principle  3.  Is it a deep principle …… or a temporary fix? or a temporary fix?
 3.  What is the deep reason for the successes of gauge theories? 3.  What is the deep reason for the successes of gauge theories?
 4.  How the fact that we exists biases our  laws of nature (physics beyond fine- 4.  How the fact that we exists biases our  laws of nature (physics beyond fine-

tuned anthropic excuse)?tuned anthropic excuse)?
 5.  5. In particular, why should a human-unbiased physics mechanism predictIn particular, why should a human-unbiased physics mechanism predict

the cosmological constant in the bizarre anthropic range?the cosmological constant in the bizarre anthropic range?
 6. Is there a place for organized structures in the early evolution of the 6. Is there a place for organized structures in the early evolution of the

Universe?Universe?
 7.  Is there an universal  mechanism producing the confined  energy grains 7.  Is there an universal  mechanism producing the confined  energy grains

(particles)?(particles)?

The general ones The general ones ( those that can be formulated( those that can be formulated
outside the present universe modelling paradigms)outside the present universe modelling paradigms)
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Mass, gauge phases and quantum mechanicsMass, gauge phases and quantum mechanics

Most of the visible mass in the universe is confined in composite
objects - it is the internal Fermi motion of the components (rather
then their masses what determines the object inertia

Why, on earth, do we expect that most of the dark matter of the Universe is of much
simple kind (elementary particles with point like couplings) - this expectation is equivalent
to the expectations before the XV century that the earth is in the centre of the
Universe.

… another LPNHE pride: Nucl.Phys.B407:515-538,1993
                                        Nucl.Phys.B470:3-40,1996

Mapping the point-like content of the proton
at variable distance and time scales
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Mass, gauge phases and quantum mechanicsMass, gauge phases and quantum mechanics

What if the masses of point-like particles are also the result of a ‘’collaborative” effort?.
 Nambu, Lassino example:

Cooper “Particle”: a mixture of a particle 
and a hole of the same spin

Dirac particle: a mixture bare fermions 
With opposite chirality's but the same charge  

ωω- the energy bandwidth around the Fermi surface
ρρ  – the average interaction energy

The mass as indirect consequence of ’dark”
lattice-vibration energy. Coherence of
gauge phases allows to create a rigid
quantum-coherent structure in which gauge
bosons appear as  massive particles.

?
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Vacuum in cosmology and in particle physicsVacuum in cosmology and in particle physics

The Einstein gravity is the only example of the theory in which uses 
the notion absolute vacuum energy density of the Universe:  

If calculated within the present QFT paradigms it comes out 10120 times to high
(speculations: fine tuning, Multi-verse, Bubble Universe, quintessence (k-essence) 

time-evolution, etc.   …proliferation of theories) 

This problem is very likely  artificial. The notion of the absolute energy scale is not well founded
in a quantum theory (…from harmonic oscillator to a recent LQCD calculations). An unrevealing 
of the mechanism of EW symmetry breaking, and/or advanced QCD calculations may shed new light 
and thus revise the present links between  cosmology and particle physics 
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The synergy of dedicated and generic searches at LHCThe synergy of dedicated and generic searches at LHC

 Dedicated searchesDedicated searches

 Generic searchesGeneric searches

The form of the Lagrangian of an extension of 
the standard model (e.g. SUSY), implemented in 
the form  of event generator determines the search 
method.Searches are equivalent to scans of 
experimental data using the BSM generator 
Templates in the phase-space regions which 
maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio.      

(1) Emphasis on scrutinizing the Standard Model 
processes in the full phase-space accessible 
(pioneered in 1996/1997 within the H1 collaboration at 
LPNHE) and implemented subsequently at FNAL. 
(2) Search for new phenomena unbounded by the 
perturbative-field-theory paradigms. (3) Emphasis on 
dedicated experimental tools to establish 
the physics originthe physics origin of new phenomena.

Expected discoveries?

New constraints for the
Standard Cosmological Model

Unexpected discoveries?

May lead to overhauling  paradigms
…and novel links between cosmology

and the particle physics
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““HereticalHeretical”” approaches not discussed in this presentation approaches not discussed in this presentation

 Extra dimensions, ADD modelExtra dimensions, ADD model
 GMSB, AMSB, NUHM1, BWCA, LM3DMGMSB, AMSB, NUHM1, BWCA, LM3DM
 Higsless Higsless modelsmodels
 Gauge-Higgs unification modelsGauge-Higgs unification models
 TechnicolorTechnicolor
 Little HiggsLittle Higgs
 Mini Black HolesMini Black Holes
 ……..
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…  

The Cosmologists’, Particle Physicists’ and Astrophysicists’ paths’ must be convergent 
 at the summit (whatever its vision is)…let’s stay in touch while climbing them … 

What a “dark’”
energy? What a  

flavour changing
currents?

Nexpresso, what else?


